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PlotPlotPlotPlot        
 Below is a list of events in Rebellion in Fairyland.  Put numbers (1-
15) next to each in the order that they appeared in the book. Check  
the table of contents for help, if needed. 
 

___The girls were taken to the ogre’s home 
___Gianna turned Nicole’s punch into snakes 
___Karina and Nicole mediated between the king and the trolls 
 & ogres to get the Magna Carta 
___Karina stands on the side of the ogres and trolls. 
___Gertrude was captured 
___Gertrude and the girls work together contentedly 
___The girls realized they were still wearing their ogre clothes; 
 Now they knew what they would be for Halloween. 
___The girls were taken to the mines 
___Explosions and fire disrupted Jeremy’s 3rd birthday party 
___Angela came through the crystal and took them to Fairyland 
___Grammy found a tiny envelope in her guest room. 
___ Prince Jeremy loves the birthday celebration fireworks 
___Gianna used her wand to change the hearts of the fairy 
 folk, to open them to accept the Magna Carta. 
___ The king and Ollie both send out scouts 
 
Draw below how YOU imagine one event would look like. 
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VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary    
Look over the list of words from the book below.  Choose TWO 
that you didn’t know before or that sound interesting to you.  In 
each section below, (1) write your chosen word carefully;(2) write a 
sentence using that word correctly (check the book page for 
context clues if you are not sure what is meant); and (3) draw a 
picture illustrating what is happening in your sentence.  It is okay 
to be funny or silly, just make sure it works with the definition of 
the word.   

Word:__________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Sentence:__________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 

Word:___________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sentence:__________________________________________
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
Word List: Chaos p2, Analytical p10, Mulling p14, Winced p24, 
Courtiers p30, Exuberantly p37, Sarcastic p38, Mortified p39, 
Predicament p68, Omen p76, Adversary p77, Insolence p90, 
Urgency p96, Insightful p13, Scoff p 10 
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THEME:  THEME:  THEME:  THEME:  FairnessFairnessFairnessFairness        
 

Empathy and Fairness are themes in the book.  As the girls got to 
know the ogres and trolls, they developed empathy for them 
(understanding their feelings, thoughts, and culture).  Due to their 
understanding, the girls wanted to help make Fairyland more fair 
to the ogres and trolls.  Nicole and Karina led the King and the 
ogres and trolls to work out an agreement.  Working together for 
agreement is the process called mediation. 
 

What was the first step in the mediation process? (p104) 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
  
__________________________________________________________ 
 

Trolls/ogres concerns:  ______________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

King’s concerns:____________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

What agreements were made in the Magna Carta? ______________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

King Sebastian said “He could change the laws but changing hearts 
was a different matter.” (p___)   What did he mean?  Tell about 
times when people have trouble changing “hearts,” and so it is hard 
to solve problems? _____________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
What do YOU think Fairness means? __________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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CHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERSCHARACTERS    
    

Choose a character from the story who sparks your imagination.   
1. Draw him/her below carefully as YOU imagine him/her to 

be, remembering as many details as you can.  Draw with 
pencil outline, then fill in with colored pencils to make it 
colorful. 

2.  Use the rest of the page to begin writing a story about that 
character.  What might happen next to him/her? Or what 
happened before? You can include other characters in your 
story, if you like.  No right or wrong: just make it up! 

Character: __________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

________________’s Story 
__________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________    


